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in the collectinu1 vat in order to precipitate soluble sulphides. Aeration is eil'eeted bv air drawn into the pumps and by air bubbles carried down bv the sludue entering the vats. The solution also becomes aerated in passing 1 hroun'h pipes and pumps.
After the nold has been dissolved, the slime is allowed to settle, the solution removed bv decantat i<m. and tin* pulp sluiced out into the second wttlc-nn-tit ml. with "precipitated solution" which has been through the zinc boxes and .still contains some aold and cvanide. This second wash is used auain for the first treatment of the next charge. The settled slime, still containing about one-sixteenth of the dissolved ;_iold, is then diluted and discharged to the dam. Settlement of slime is facilitated bv the use of warmed working solutions, for which purpose waste steam is commonlv emploved (Valdeeott).
The first solution is clarified by beinu' passed, through a sand filter vat-or Johnson filter press (>j.r.), and then tfoes to the /,inc boxes. Filter presses are beiiiL1 superseded by sand iilter vats for this purpose. The solutions are .'jeneruliy heated (sav to SO F.) bv waste steam. (Centrifugal pumps are in general use.
Although the Liold in slime Fresh from the battery is very readily soluble in cyanide solution, it is <jiiite otherwise with slime which has accumulated in dams and settling pits and lias been exposed to the weather for some time. The presence in these materials of finelv divided ferrous sulphide, ferrous hydroxide, and other Ferrous salts and decomposing organic matter (L'ives rise to the rapid abstraction of oxygen from the cyanide solutions u-ed in their treatment, and the solution of the <Ljold is in this way absolutely prevented. Kven in fresh slime some1 ferrous sulphide, produced, during the crushing in the battery, may be present, as (laldeeott has shown that this substance1 is produced bv triturating pvritc in a mortar. The obvious remedy for this ditliculty is to supply oxygen artilicially, either in the form of ail' delivered into the agitation pump, or in the form of an oxidising ntjent, such as potassium permanganate, a method now abandoned, in 1S(.)7 ('aide eottl applied aii' passed through perforated pipes in tin* hot loin of the vat to the: oxidation of accumulated slime, and experimented in the use of the air-lift For slime treatment as a means of agitation.
The. /'.S'/T/* /j/'wr.s's"" or Adair-l'slier process is a modification ol the decuntation process, b\' which it is made more continuous. The charge is collected and the <jold dissolved as usual, but after settlement has proceeded so lar that there are ,*> to (\ inches of clear solution abo\e the slime, decanta-tion is hci'un and a! the saint* tinu^ [H'ecipitated solution is a<lded throuuh horizontal perfor;ite<i pipes at the bottom of the charge. The barren solution displaces the. iiold solution which rises upwards through the slime, and is drawn oil' at the top. Theoretically more dissolved ,(j.old should be extracted with less solution by this method than by ordinary decantation.
The decantation method described above, has several disadvantages. It requires a number of lar^e vats and much space, and the slime is discharged still containing G or 7 per cent-, of dissolved rifold. The residue is, therefore1, unduly rich, and tin* Jilt rat ion processes described in the next section are. preferable in this respect, as they separate *,W per cent, or more of the soluble gold. Besides this, the amount of i^old solution requiring precipitation
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